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PRINCE GEORGE 
WORKSHOP 

THEME 1 LAND USE STRATEGY 

O B f l c n v E S  
1.1 Establish a multi-use  land  inventory 
1.2 Develop  a  comprehensive  Land Use Strategy  for  the  province 

DEVICES 
1.1 

1.2 

1.3 
1.4 

1.5 

1.6 

1.7 
1.8 
1.9 

The  Land  Inventory  should indude such areas as game;  watersheds and water 
resources; growth and  yield  data; and all forest  values. 
Establish  a "top-down bottom-up" approach which combines broad  policy goals with 
regional/local input on  management issues through  regional  and local advisory 
boards 
The boards will include all regional and local  interest  groups  and  forest users 
The public  involvement  process  must be clearly defined and allow input from 
everybody. 
The  Land Use Strategy must be extremely  flexible to allow for change. This could be 
accomplished  by  subjecting it to a  review  panel  every 5-10 years. 
Develop  an independent dispute resolution  mechanism. This may be aucial in the 
event of a conflict between the  province  and  regions. 
Biogeodimatic  zones  could be used to provide  management  frameworks. 
Local decisions  should  not  over ride broad  provincial goals 
All resource ministries should be involved  in  designing  strategy. 

IMPLICATTONS and COMMENTS 
An inventory  may be extremely  costly  and  time consuming. Priority setting for the 
establishment of an  entire  inventory may be difficult. 
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THEME 2 FOREST RESOURCE M A N A G E " :  
TENURE SYSTEM 

OBJEcnvES 
2.1 Establish  a  tenure system which  encourages the recognition of d many diverse 

2.2 Establish  a tenure system which reflects the community's desire to optimize the 

2.3 Encourage  long-term stewardship of all resources 
2 4  Facilitate the achievement of the land use strategy go& 
25 Ensure  security of timber supply 

DEVICES 
2.1 Increase small area-based tenure agreements withresource m a n a g e m e n t  

22 Include  Forest  Management  agreements  in Tn's 
23 Encourage  diversity of tenure 
23 Non-performance should result in loss of tenure 
25 Ensure fair treatment in the bidding process and a level playing field for all  

2 6  Consider an area based tenure for the management of al l  resources  versus 

values. 

benefits derived from all forest  resources 

agreements 

operators  (same des for everybody) 

deposition of natural resources 

IMPLICATIONS and COMMENTS 
is the land  base managed publicly,  privately or a combination? 
good management can occur on small management units if they  receive  a f a i r  
share 
how will the AAC be divided? 
should the manager of the land be responsible f o r  the management of all 
resources? 
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THEME 3 FOREST RESOURCE MANAGEMENT: 
FOREST MANAGEMENT 

OBJECTIVES 
3.1 Ensure a  means of returning funding to the  forests; especially during poor  revenue 

3.2 Ensure long  range visions and  integrated  management for the forest. 
3.3 Separate  management from harvesting. 
3.4 Manage a l l  resources equally 

DEVICES 
3.1 Establish  a system of rewards and incentives  for "good companies  which  are 

Years 

concerned with all forest values  (for  example, rewards could be available  for  reaching 
a  'moose quota'). 

3.2 Re-evaluate the MOA and stumpage system 
3.3 Establish  a Crown Corporation  or other "neutral body" to manage  forests  and 

3.4 Develop  a  new  Forest  Resources Act. 
3.5 Coordinate  and  strengthen  government  departments. 
3.6 Practice  representative  integrated  management. 
3.7 The cost of total  resource  management  must be paid from forest  revenues from all 

administer the Land Use Shategy. 

sources  prior to transfers to general  revenue. 

IMPLICATIONS and COMMENTS 
uncertainty is a large problem  for all forest users 
elected officials may be unable to plan  for  the future given their short term 

a  quasi-independant body would  provide  a  longer  term perspeaive. 
should  the Ministry of Forests be neutral;  an  advocate;  a  monitoring body; a steward? 

perspectives. 

THEME 4 FOREST  RESOURCE MANAGEMENT: 
TIMBER HARVESTING 

OBjECTNES 
4.1 Harvesting  practices  on all forested  land  should be required  to be sensitive to a  much 

wider  range of concerns 
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/ I  
DEVICES 
4.1 Clear-cut  logging  may be more e c o l o g i ~ y  sensitive in the northern forests. 
4.2 clear-cut  logging  should be sensitive and include mnsidetations of cut size, 

4.3 Increase education and research of forest b e s t i n g  practices 
4.4 Public  education  and  public perceptions are important 
4.5 Harvesting  methods should meet objectives set in the Land Use Strategy. 

lMPLICATIONS and COMMENTS 
even-age  management is the  only  option  (especially in northern regions) 
slash  burning is highly  controversial 

shape, contour and  wind firm boundaries. 

, ,  : j  

THEME 5 COMMUNITY STABILITY 

OBJECTIVES 
5.1 Increase  community  control  and  stability while maintaining  economic  realities 

DEVICES 
5.1 

5.2 
5.3 

5.4 
5.5 

5.6 

Communities  should  have more control over lifestyles and economic opportunity 
It may be beneficial for  communities to be fully responsible  for their decisions. 
Increase  community input 
Encourage  community-based tenure, smaller area-based tenures and local 
dots 
Provide  companies  with  tenure  protection to allow for investment 
Moderate the wood flow to allow  for a stable supply. The  marketplace  should, 
however,  ultimately  determine the supply. 
Economic  diversification in general and within the  forest  industry will ensure 
greater  community  stability 
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THEME 6 PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT 

OBJECTIVES 
6.1 Increase  meaningful  public  involvement  and input into  forest  management 
6.2 Develop strong visions and goals 
63 Natives  must be a  significant part of any parliapation process. 
6.4 Incorporate  public  involvement early in  the  planning  and  decision  making  process. 
6.5 Formalize the  planning  process  at  the  regional  and  local  levels to include all 

resource users. 

DEVICES 
6.1 Strengthen the Forest Service to work in  the  public  interest.  The  Forest  Service  or 

6.2 Constrain the political and industrial power behind  forest policy 
6.3 Separate  decisions from the political process. 
6.4 Datelop Regional Forestry Management  Boards to provide the setting for a 

"topaOWn/bottom-up"  planning and pubk involvement process. 
6.5 The Crown Corporation  could function to sell timber and  regulate TFL's. It  would 

be accessible to receive input from public (for example:  Public partiapation, 
Regulatory Boards, Crown  Corporation) 

6.6 Regulatory boards could  make  recommendations to the  "top"  and  implementations 
at the "bottom"  in an attempt to gain accountability. 

6.7 Expand representation on 'EA unnmittees 
6.8 The  Land Use Strategy will clearly define  public  involvement  processes and allow 

6.9 Supply financial assistance to assist board members  with  travel scpenses at local 

6.10 Members of regional boards  should be appointed to ensure  continuity 

IMPLICATIONS and COMMENTS 
currently  there is a general feeling of distrust 
political  agendas are currently too limited. Four  year horizons do not  work  well 

public  must  understand the economic  implications of downsizing  the industry and 

international  impulses of capital  and the market  economy  may  preclude  effective 

Cabinet  could set goals. 

for maximum public  involvement. 

and  regional levels. 

with the long-term  perspective necgsary to manage  the  forests. 

resultant  changes in personal Lifestyles. 

public  involvement. 

B.C FOREST RESOURCES COMMISSION 
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THEME 7 EDUCATION 

OBJEcrzvES 
7.1 Increase the accesslWty to unbiased,  neutral informath. 
7.2 Develop  education as a  tool to bridge  the gap between dissenting groups in B.C. 

i and find solutions. Consensus to current  problems 

, .  7.1 Formation of a  neutral body to dispense "facts" without  a  vested  interest 
D M C E S  

7.2 Woodlots could  provide  a  valuable  vehicle  for  public  education 
7.3 Establish a  University of the North which inaxpcrates innovative educational 

techniques into the program. Foresters should be educated in all forest  values 
and  have  the opportunity for  practicum experienae 

and  training  should offer CORE programs and spedilizcd training. 
7.4 Educate  forest  workers and require certification for certain personnel. Education 

7.5 Increase job training opportunities 
7.6 Encourage  forest  education  which presents a  balanced view at all school  levels 

THEME 8 ECONOMICS 

OBJECIZVES 
8.1 Develop  an economic (industrial) strategy which is linked to the land use strategy 
8.2 Recognize the economics of al l  forest uses 

DEMCES 
8.1 Develop a  competitive  log market 
8.2 Introduce user fees for all forest use activities. 
8.3 Encourage  "value-added"  community tenures 
8.4 Revise the  stumpage  system 
8.5 Changes in the system should  not  require  breaking  existing  contracts. The 

ren~ofaforestlicenseisagoodtimetoopenuplicensestootherusersandset 
new quotas. 

8.6 Separate  management  from  harvesting. 
8.7 Study other economic systems. 
8.8 Companies  which desire secure tenure  should  pay for silviculture and wildlife 

8.9 Develop a global Fpec t ive  to keep plants effiaent and environmentally sound 
8.10 Diversify the  economy and forest  industry 
8.11 There  should  not be a user fee  on Crown lands 

management. 

B . C  FOREST  RESOURCES COMMISSION 
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8.12 Abolish  tenure  and  quota  systems 
8.13 Ensure security of supply to encourage  long  term  investment 
8.14 The costs of timber should  include  the cost  of managing all resources 
8.15 Utilize  a  taxation system to channel money for  management of resources  rather  than 

8.16 Assess the  role of the Small Business F'rogram and  determine  what portion of the 

8.17 Licensees  must  assume  reforestation costs 

creating  a special management fund 

AAC it should  receive. 

IMPLlCATIONS and COMMENTS 
a free log market may hurt the small operato=. 
the  forest  cannot  supply the needs of the mills nor sustain employment 
the  diversification of the economy should  not occur at the expense of the  forest sector 
the  current  taxation system is biased towards large companies 
should all resources pay for themselves?  What  about  non-consumptive  use?  How  are 

what  would happen if competitive  bidding opened up? 
do quotas assure economic stability? 
who is the  most  efficient user of wocd? 
no one suppork the export of raw  logs  except  under exceptional circumstances 
log expork from the interior to the  coast is a  contentious issue. How is wood  flow to 
be directed? Is there to be a flowback  of  revenues to communities  which export? 

user fees  rated? 

IMPLICATIONS and COMMENTS 
be aware of the differences between education  and  propaganda 
people  are not currently  given  the real facts and do not  have  the  right  information on 

currently there is a gross lack of information  and  understanding of forest  management 
which to form and  opinion 

and all forest  values. 

~~~~ 
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TERRACE WORKSHOP SUMMARY 1 

1.1 

1.2 
1.3 

1.4 
1.5 

1.6 

1.7 
1.8 

1.9 

Overall planning of goals and  strategies to be established by the  province  while  more 
detailed  classifications are to be undertaken at the  regional or community level. 
Guarantee multi-sectorial  coordination  across provinaal ministries. 
Inuease decentralized planning, input and  control  within  regional  and  provincial 
context  and  control. 
Develop  logical,  geographically-based regional boundaries. 
Land use plans  should be implemented  through  planning  boards  which are composed 
of elected o f f i d ,  user groups and ministry representatives at the provinaal, regional 
and  local4evels. 
Establish  a provinaal board  which  would devise the management  philosophy,  overall 
goals and  guiding  principles  which  would be interpreted by regional  board. 
Establish  local boards which  have the express  purpose of advising  implementers. 
Local boards could  represent areas defined  within S A  boundaries  and  work to 
develop  and  approve local integrated  area plans to be presented to regional boards for 
approval. The board  could be either a  combination of elected and  appointed  or all 
appointed  members. 
Regional boards areas of representation  should be established  by  considering existing 
regional structures to establish  mmmon regional boundaries for all Natural Resource 
Ministries. The mandate of the Regional  Board  would be the development of a 
regional  framework  for  integrated  resouTce plans which  identify the working forest, 
protective  areas,  biological  diversity and cost benefits. It will set target goals for 
non-timber resources, collect revenue,  collaborate  amongst Natural Resource 

TERRACE WORKSHOP 
THEME 1 LAND USE STRATEGY 

OBJECTIVES 
1.1 Develop  a  Land Use Strategy  which is based on goals and  objectives  from  shared 

1.2 The  Land Use Strategy should  include  land claims, tourism, mining,  inventory  of 
visions  and  values. 

existing and future forestry  values,  native  heritage,  agriculture,  transportation, 
energy,  water  quality, bottom lands, and recognize forests and trees as two distinct 
elements 

1.3 Establish an overall provindal  land use strategy  which recognizes land as the  basic 
resource  and  develops  goals. 

DEVICES 

Ministries and  related bodies, and ensure the  development of an  integrated  plan  at  the 
local  level  within the context of Regional Poliaes and  Objectives.  The  board will be 
composed of a chair of each  local board Local Area Plans will be submitted to 
Regional Ministry of Forests  or  a  new  integrated Ministry of Natural Resources. 

B.C FOREST  RESOURCES COMMISSION 
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2 TERRACE WORKSHOP SUMMARY 

1.9 Provinaal levels of xnanagement and decision-making will establish  guidelines; 
standards;  research and new  approaches. 

LMPZJCA27ONS and COMMENTS 
decentralized planning  may  balkanize  decisions from an industry PeKpeCtive 
there is presently no land use swategy 
credibility of the  land use boards is aitical 

# I  
I !  
I !  

i "remexnber  the Dunsmuir report" 

~i 
THEME 2 FOREST  RESOURCE MANAGEMENT: 

! 

TENURE SYSTEM 

OBJECTNES 
21 Determine  accountability  according to land use strategy objectives 
2.2 Assure  security of tenure and a  consistent regulatory system 
2 3  Develop  a L.I.S.A. system (Low  Impact  Sustainable  Approach) 

DEVICES 
2 1  Add forest  management  agreements to lTL reguirements. 
22 Support  area-based tenure rather than volumebased tenure systems. 
2 3  Support  the  expansion of woodlots and small businesses. 
24  Promote economic  diversity,  diversity  in uses and diversity in management of 

25 Gradually  convert  licences to more small area-based holdings. 
2.6 Establish  a  "mosaic"  of tenure licences including new types of tenure. 
2.7 Develop  incentives f o r  good  management 
2.8 Key to realizing  a USA.  system are smaller forestry units, labour  intensive 

land. 

forestry and  manufacturing,  increased howledge and  increased  tendering 

IMpLlCATIONS and COMMENTS 
the aiteria governing  awarding  woodlots  needs  reinforcing 
may be dangerous to expand  woodlots at the acpense of existing  holdings 
responsibility of tenure  holder is unclear - is the timber harvester or the  resource 

large companies  have  a  great  deal of political and economic &ut 
currently a  few companies control the available timber and it is not accessible  for 

B.C. does not  harvest  intensively  compared  with  other countries 
volumebased tenure does not  provide  incentives  for  intensive  silviculture. 

manager  accountable? 

small operators. 

B.C FOREST RESOURCES COMMISSION 
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TERRACE WORKSHOP SUMMARY 3 

intensive  harvesting  may  bring  together  a  range of stakeholders  such as loggers, 

can the responsibilities be contracted  out? 
how much  responsibility can be added to d t i n g  arrangements and contracts? 
do firms still need tenure security - can security be given  in  other  ways? 

environmentalists  and  industry. 

THEME 3 FOREST RESOURCE MANAGEMENT: 
FOREST MANAGEMENT 

OBJEcnvES 
3.1 Maintain or increase  land  capital 

DEVICES 
3.1 Designate the Ministry of Forests as the lead  agency for the process of forest resources 

management.  The Ministry of Forests will be responsible for building  a  consensus 
decision-making  process  among ministries. 

3.2 Inter-agency  coordination is essential for good forest  management. 
3.3 Expand TSA committees with  representation  from all sectors including the public. 
3.4 Incentives are needed f o r  management of all forest resources including mineral 

3 5  Remove  decisions  from  political arena to ensure finandal stability. 
3.6 Forest Resources Commission  could  expand to take on  responsibilities of a Crown 

3.7 Develop  a  Crown Timber Corporation  to  provide  incentives  for  intensive  harvesting 

3.8 Separate timber harvesting  from  other  responsibilities 

IMPLICATIONS and COMMENTS 
expanded TSA committees with  public  representation  is  key  for  consensus  building 
current status is not  acceptable 
"Crown  Corporation"  has poor connotations 
public  vehicles  for  forest  management can take  long  views regarding  investment  and 

resources 

Corporation 

and  effective  monitoring 

expense. In addition  they are able to work  at  a  local  scale  for  responsiveness. 

B.C.FOREST RESOURCES COMMISSION 
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THEME 4 FOREST RESOURCE MANAGEMENT: 
TIMBER HARVESTING 

8 ,  

0B)ECrrvES 
~ 4.1 Increased natural resource  sensitivity to both  economic and ecological  needs and 

i l  

values 

achievement of the Land Use Strategy 
4.2 Apply harvesting  options and methods in a manner which will allow the 

I !  4.3 Develop  long-term  plans 

DEVICES 
4.1 Implement  a  diversity of methods  according to land m a n a v t  objectives and 

values.  For example worker safety; habitat;  water; visibility (tourism 
diversity. 

1; ecological 

4 2  Develop  a  flexible legal and administrative structure to permit harvesting options. 
4 3  Ministry of Forests must  have  adequate field staff which are directly  involved in 

monitoring forest practices. 

IMPLICATIONS and COMMENTS 
there may be higher costs of road access and some harvesting  methods  (such as 

habitat can be preserved effectively through  selective  cutting practices 
diffeTentseleaionoptionsinc.reasevalueofyieldsoverlong~periodsoftime 
diversity and flexibility are essential ingredients in sustainability 

helicopter  methods) 

THEME 5 COMMUNITY STABILITY 

OBJEcIlvES 
5.1 Emphasize  the  community's  roles  in  forest  management 
5.2 Mobilize the scpertw of the whole  community 
5.3 Retention of the  resource base and a  recognition of poliaes which will ensure 

good,  long-term stewardship 

DEVICES 
5.1 Stability and security of forest  licences is key to community  stability 
5.2 Rewrite TFL agreemenk to indude "value-added" 
5.3 Economic diversity  contributes to community  stability 
5.4 Establish  accountability  by  moving  decision  making doser to the communities 

B.C FOREST RESOURCES COMMISSION 
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5.6 
5.7 
5.8 
5.9 

5.10 
5.11 
5.12 

5.13 

Implement  community  revenue  sharing 
Provide an unrestricted flow of wood between districts 
Encourage  community input into intensive  forestry  management 
The maintenance of international  competitiveness, partly through  exploitation of 
niche markets may encourage  community  stability 
Encourage small area-based tenures 
Develop  long-term plans and goals to provide  direction 
There  must be warnings of major changes such as plant/mill closings which  give 
communities enough  time to consider opiions and  alternatives 
Provide  industry  with  guidelines which will support community  stability 

IMpLlCATIOiVS and COMMENTS 
distinguish between local input in forest resources management and local tenure - 

tracking/remrding what  we do is key to informed decision-making 
what is a  community? 
quality of life is an essential component of community  stability 
community  stability is directly related to good stewardship 
recognize that people can also be viewed as resource 

the former can exist without the latter. 

THEME 6 PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT 

0B)ECZ'WES 
6.1 Develop  an  effective  public  involvement  mechanism  (possibly through the Ministry 

of Forests)  that is open and accessible and consistent  throughout the province, and 
one  which is flexible in the actual  involvement  structure/composition at the local 
level. 

DEVICES 
6.1 Expand  representation on TSA committees to allow  local/regional  involvement. 
6.2 Cabinet  should  retain the final authority in the  decision-making  processes. 
6.3 Establish local planning boards which are comprised of user groups,  resource 

professionals  and  local politiaans which  would  advise  the  implementers  (for 
ample:  resource  agencies, industry)  on  land  allocation and management  options 
within the context of provincial  and  regional  land  resource  strategies. 

6.4 Adequate  funding  must be available  (possible  revenue from resources) 
6.5 Establish  good  public  education  oppo.+mities so that  public  involvement  processes 

6.6 Develop  local  area  resource boards 
6.7 Public  involvement  should  result  from  elected and appointed  representation 
6.8 Support  planning boards with  legal or legislative  statute 

are  comprised of informed/educated  public 

B.C FOREST RESOURCES COMMISSION 
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! 
IMPLICATIONS and COMMENTS 

4. partidpants in the public  involvement process must consider "what will be 
credible" as a  basis  for  building  ownership of the results 

appointed  members  would  provide both accountability and expertise 
responsibility of the  board must be defined; boards composed of both elected and 

THEME 7 ECONOMICS 

OBJEcnvES 
7.1 Provide  a  stable  economic  base 
7.2 Ensure community stability 

DEVICES 
7.1 
7.2 

7.3 

7.4 
7.5 
7.6 

7.7 

7.8 

Recognize woodlots as a  different form of harvesting 
Develop  a  "user-pays" system in tourism and  recreation if the  private  sector is 
given  the responsibility and security for management of outdoor msources where 
there is some  enhancement 
Establish a zone  development process for economic management  where all 
parties are clear about the short and long tenn uses and cycles that the resource 
basewillbesubjectedto 
Enhanced  govemment support for small businesses 
Establish/encourage  a  cumpetitive log market 
Community partiapation in the planning process will allow community access to 
input regarding  the economits of the industry 
Formulate  an  Integrated  Resource plan which des and determines forest 
values 
Avoid sole industry  dependence 

IMPLTCATZONS and COMMENTS 
must be dear on the  results of pursuing non-harvesting  activities 
user fees are difficult  for general outdoor use 
native land claim settlements  must be considered 

THEME 8 EDUCATION 

OBEECTNES 
le entire  resource  base 8.1 Establish  systems  of  education at all levels  on  the  values of th 

and users  of the  resource. 

DEVICES 
8.1 Create  a  new  faculty of Natural Resource  Management in  northern B.C. to increase 

opportunities  for foresters in northern areas. 
8.2 Provide education within the  forest  industry 
8.3 Provide  training (and certification) of forest workers. Support  formal  education  and 

8.4 Establish  a natural resource curriculum in primary and secondary schools. 
8.5 Encourage free sharing of information. 
8.6 Develop  a  cooperative  program  which combines education  and  work  experience 

IMPLlCATIONS and COMMENTS 
public  education is key to understanding the management of natural resources 
mandatory  certification  of  forest  workers may not be desirable 
there is currently a lack of  research and documentation of forest  practices 
currently there is a lack of  practical skills and  knowledge 

environmental  awareness courses f o r  all forest  workers. 

B.C FOREST RESOURCES COMMISSION 
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VERNON WORKSHOP SUMMARY 1 

VERNON WORKSHOP 

THEME 1 LAND USE STRATEGY 

OBJECTIVES 
1.1 Determineand examine full variety of values  pertaining  to land and land use. 
1.2 Develop rnectwkns for central planning  that are sensitive to local issues. 
1.3 Encourage, through Land Use Planning, education  and  cooperation between various 

1.4 Formulate  an  overall  provincial set of rules/guidelines/prinaples to structure  land 

15 Establish a coordinated effort to develop  a Land Use Strategy for B.C. which  considers 

users and interested  public. 

use, while  allowing  for  decentralized  community  input/control. 

all resources and values  pertaining to land use issues. 

DEVICES 
1.1 

1.2 

1.3 
1.4 
1.5 

1.6 

1.7 

1.8 

1.9 

Develop an inter-ministry  Provincial  Land Use Strategy as an  overlay for 
determination of regional  land use. This will involve: Cabin* Provincial  Land  Use 
Commission to ensure that goals fit with the provincial objectives;  regional land use 
committees; and professional resource managers. 
Coordinate the efforts of various groups which are addressing  land use issues (for 
example: Provinaal Round Table; the Old Growth S t r a w  Tourism Strategy) 
Expand the E A  hearings 
General  land use plans and management  for  northern B.C. centrally  determined. 
Establish an integated master plan  for  land use with  clear  regional input to manage 
f o r  the short term agendas. 
Establish a  detailed  inventory of forest resources which examines other values. Other 
values/interests to be considered in the inventory  include:  landscape;  recreation; 
trapping/guiding spiritual; timber; fish and wildlife; medicinal;  bemies/mushrooms; 
water; minerals; rangeland; tourism; heritage; and  other  concerns  relating to land  use 
issues. This inventory will consider  both present levels  and future concerns  such as 
carrying  capacity. This could be initially  carried  out  by  each  resource  agency and 
coordinated by a  resource team. 
Regional committees will address issues in regards to specific  regional and local 
concerns. 
Decisions are  the  responsibility of professional  resource  managers  (Ministry of 
Forests; Ministry of Environment; Ministry of Parks). 
User groups would  have the opportunity and  encouragement to make input locally 
and at the provinaal level. 

B.C FOREST RESOURCES COMMISSION 
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1.10 Dispute  settlement should be outside of cabinet. Dedsions should not be subject 
to instability due to the four  year  election systern. 
- possible  mechanism  for  addressing  land use questions could be Regional 

Round Tables; a pennanwt Forest Resource Commission body; or an elected 
board similar to school boards 

1.12 A plebisdte or referendum  may be used to solve  resource  board  disagreements. 

1.13 The public  should be meaningfully  involved thrwghout the system 
1.14 Centralized  decision-makers and planners should set up a system of zoning and 

1.15 The Forest service should  identify  the  capabilities of various s m c  regions for 

1.16 A common  definition of "community"  must be found. 
1.17 Increase public advisory meetings to ensure local input and information. 
1.18 Overall  objectives are to be detennined centrally (provincially) 
1.19 Regional/local  implementation and management of provindal objectives will 

combine central goals and overviews with  local eaty and regional  diversity 
1.20 Establish a system of zoning of the highest and best use of land (priority use) 

based on  a  broad range of values 
111 TheLandUseCommissioncouldbeeitheracentralizedagencyoraResource 

ManaganentCrownCorporationtoactasa~dinatingbodywhichaccesses 
and links agenaes such as: the Ministries of Forests; Environment Parks; Mines 
and Petroleum  Resources; Tourism; Lands; Agridtum and FAeries 

This would  avoid  cabinet  making  all  land use decisions. 

define categories. 

sustainable rrsource production 

IMPLICATIONS and COMMENTS 
current fiveyear plans are not  relevant for user pups; user groups do not use 
land based  on  a  five year plan 
concern  with  polarization if issues are del" to community  level  entirely 

long periods of debate  over  land use will make decisions  difficult 
must ensure that the entity making decisions does  not  become  their own level of 

offices have  already been centralized to District level - they should  again be 

the  movement  towards  decenkalization should be gradual 
an inuease in  public  advisory meetings would  increase  local  control and possibly 

who  would be the  "central planning agenq'? 
local  government  should  have input into planning  and dedsions but should not 

how is the "provincial master pian" designed? 

government 

decentralized. It might,  however, be costly  to maintain the offices. 

decentralization 

have  control 
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THEME 2 FOREST RESOURCE MANAGEMENT: 
TENURE SYSTEM 

OBE'EcrrvES 
2.1 Frovide  security for the  companies,  investors and employees 
2.2 Establish  long term stable  forest  management 
2.3 Encourage  a  competitive  market 
2.4 Establish  accountability and responsibility 
2.5 Manage  for all forest  values 
2.6 Increase community involvement,  participation  and  control 
2.7 Ensure  "sustainability" 
28  Establish  a system which is 54ble  and dynamic  in  order to be able to incorporate 

2.9 Ensure  the  maintenance of biological  diversity 
new  knowledge and ideas 

DEVICES 
2.1 Ensure good,  effective  reforestation techniques. 
22 Encourage better monetary  value for trees. 
2 3  Implementation of a  gradual conversion to smaller area-- tenures. 
2.4 Support  and  encourage small business  tenures and woodlots. 
2 5  Provide smaller pmxssing businesses with  access to wood 

2.7 Indude forest  management  agreements  which  consider  integrated  resource 
2.6 Expand TFLS by ''rOlIing<~" ~~lume-based quotas i n t ~  ==-based tenures. 

management  in TFL requirements, so that  the operator is obligated to consider  other 
values  and  interests. 

2.8 Establish  an  inventory of all tenure systems on Crown Land. 
29  Address discussion of tenure for range, guide/out fitters and other user groups. 
2.10 Establish  target dates of  a maximum of two years for  completion  of  inventory and 

formulation of land use strategy. Priority areas  should be established and considered 
urgent. 

2.11 Place  a  moratorium on  issuing  new  tenures ( two years). 
2.12 Separate  the  wood supply form the tenure  system 
2.13 Encourage  long-term industry  investment  by  providing secure long-term  tenure. 
2.14 Encourage  "value-added"  manufacturing 
215 Consideration  should be given to increasing  the  length of time  tenures are held for to 

2.16 Establish  a  moratorium on  setting  pulpwood  agreements until the  Forest  Commission 

2.17 Create  a mechanism for  evaluating  management  performance  which  involves  several 

encourage  foresight  and  care  for  the future (possibly 100 years) 

report is released 

elements such as public  involvement; all resource  values;  silviculture 

B.C FOREST RESOURCES COMMISSION 
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218 Establish a means by which  local  authorities  have the necessary resources to 

, 2.19 Encourage  a  diversity of tenures  which will be audited for performance  and 
, establish  accountability 

I 
I 219 Maintain existing TFL.'s and work  on quotas from existing licences 
I 220 Support local tenure  initiatives 

correct problems 

i IMPLICATIONS and COMMENTS 

i e 

0 

e 

the  current economic base is dependent on larger mills 
small does  not  necessarily  mean better managed 
privatizing management for other resources wuld  be detrimental - current 
legislation quires that existing tenures be renewed 
"fall-dom" effect is an issue that should be addresd  by accurate  inventories  and 
zoning 
harvgtingofforestshasbeendelegatedbutmaMgementofforestshasnot 
companies  which  &t for profit will not necessarily manage for the long term 
compensation will be costly if rapid conversion to small  area-based tenures 

companies  have in the past harvested  and then left the area which has resulted in 

theremaynotbeenoughtimefora~~ual~tosmallarea-basedtenures 
many  decisions on forest  management are currently made  outside the region 
effected and/ or outside of B.C. 
there is a  public  perception that a small number of entities are currently 
controlling  a large proportion of the forest base More information is needed; is 

? 
decisions must be made on what the societal goals for the  tenure  systembefore 
changes can be considered. Changes in the tenure system should be determined 
on the basis of what sodety feels it wan6 to achieve through tenure. 
TFL's provide/allav f o r  the scope for considering other resource  values.  They 
supply a degree of continuity, planning  and  capitalization 
tenure  currently does not manage all resource  values 
native  land daims must be settled 
who will oversee  the  management of native  forested lands? 

OccUIs. 
mius closing 

thisperceptionarrrectorIllm&R& . .  
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THEME 3 FOREST RESOURCE MANAGEMENT: 
FOREST MANAGEMENT 

0B)ECTNES 
3.1 Promote  integrated  planning  and  management. 
3.2 Integrate  the  concerns/demands of various  resource WTS. 

3 3  Ensure  the  neutrality of decision-makers. 
3.4 Ensure  a  long-term,  stable  commitment to funding 
3.5 Eliminate  political influences 
3.6 Planning  and  implementation  should  not be separated  but  established as 

cooperative links 
3.7 Establish  well funded and adequately  staffed  operational  units  which are 

comprised of resource  agencies to work  at local and regional  levels. 

DEVICES 
3.1 Create  a Crown Corpoation to administer  a small business  program. Ministry of 

3.2 Standardize  management  unit boundaries across the ministries which  relate to 

3.3 Establish  communication  across agenaes and INlustn 'es to promote  integrated  land 

Forests will retain the role of managing  the timber resource. 

natural resources and land use issues. 

use strategies.  Communication  across the  government  resource agenaes could be 
legislated. 

3.4 Create  a  new  Forest Resources Act which will better meet  objectives of Integrated 
management. 

3.5 Form a new  "neutral"  renewable  resources Ministry, and allow a Crown 
Corporation to manage forests and  the small business  program. 

3.6 Maintain current status (for  example,  Okanagan  model).  However,  increase 
responsibilities  for  the Ministry of Forests  and  review  the status quo. 

3.7 Mirror  the  provincial structure at the regional  level. 
3.8 Create a Ministry of Ecology to examine issues and concerns surrounding  natural 

3.10 Integrate  technologies  across all ministries to facilitate  information  sharing. 
3.11 The  contentious areas where  competing demands exist for  resources and the land 

3.12 Develop a  new  Forest Act 
3.13 Establish a Crown  Corporation  which  could be in  charge of the  Small  Business 

. .  

Systems. 

base must be made  the  priority  indetermining  land  utilization. 

Program. By doing 50 it  would be able to address/manage  and  avoid conflicts of 
interest between BCFS as licewee  and as regulator  under  the Small Business 
hOgraXn 

B.C FOREST RESOURCES COMMISSION 
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3.14 Harvesting  guidelines with legal force should be incorporated into the Forest 
Practices Act 
- rewards  and  penalties  should be set 
- objectives  (for  example  an  undiminished  water supply; undiminished salmon 

capability)  should be set with strong penalties if these objectives are not met 
3.15 There  must be adequate  staffing to enforce regulations 
3.16 Create  a  form of corporation or enhancedagenq which is based on a land use 

strategy with adequate resources. All resource values must have an equal say. 
3.17 Establish the means for effective enforcement of management  decisions 

IMPLlcATIONS and COMMENTS 
rn prospeas for success of a new Super Ministry" are questionable 

adequate financial resou~ces must be made  available 
rn education programs will increase  both  awareness and responsibility 

THEME 4 FOREST RESOURCE MANAGEMENT. 
TIMBERHARVESTING 

OBJECIWES 
4.1 Address a l l  needs/values  when  designing plans for timber harvesting. 
4.2 Establish  harvesting methods which are based on sound ecological  and social 

prinap1es 

DEVICES 
4.1 There  needs to be agreement on what is meant  by "increased sensitivity"  and  how 

4.2 Harvesting plans should address  needs/values  pertaining to four criteria: 

4.3 Establish/support  a land zoning s y s t e m  which is based on an overall land use 

to implement  methods  which respect this. 

biological; economic; soda ecological  considerations. 

stratem to establish  dominant  use/priorities to be considered  by  the timber 

logging operations. 
" ~ 

4.5 Broaden the consideration and evolution of Merent harvesting  practices ( for 
example:  selection  logging, landscape forestry) 

reduce  blowdown,  improve  aesthetics) 
4.6 Research into new  practices  should be supported (for example:  ragged edges to 
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4.7 Accept a  variety of harvesting  methods  which can be adjusted to suit spedfic sites. 
4.8 Consider  surrounding dimate when  designing the harvesting plan (for  example: 

consider  the future affects of prevailing winds on  the cutblocks) 

IMPLICATIONS and COMMENTS 
although  all  needs/values  must be addressed, it must be recognized  that  not all can  be 

may  result  in  a  reduction of the timber harvesting  and  base 
there may be large costs involved  in  satisfying  obligations of consideration of a full 

native  land claims must be addressed 

met 

range of values  and  interests 

THEME 5 COMMUNITY STABILITY 

OBJECTIVES 
5.1 Maintain employment and investment  in rural communities by ensuring economic 

5.2 Ensure the retention of a local stable economic base. This must be a  primary 
viability  in the industry. 

consideration in decision-making  which are related to tenure  and  resource 
uses/allocation 

interests 
5.3 Forest  management and forestry issues must be increasingly  sensitive to community 

5.4 Community  needs must be protected 

DEMCES 
5.1 Allow  communities  greater  control of forest land  management  areas,  including 

5.2 Support some  community  control  of  tenures  while still maintaining  the  existing 

5.3 Maintain current status. 

5.5 Encourage valueadded manufacturing  and  community  economics 
5.6 Increase  the  involvement in local forest  management  decisions  which  result  in  smaller 

5.7 Encourage/support smaller tenures  and  woodlots 

creation of community forests. 

industry. 

5.4 Link tenure to communities  to  guarantee jobs 

area-based tenures and local  woodlots. 

B.C FOREST  RESOURCES COMMISSION 
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AfPLICATZONS and COMMENTS 
ideas of how  to  reach the goal of community  stability  vary  greatly 
companies  want  long  term  investment security but do not offer long term job 
-ty 

THEME 6 PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT 

OBJECTIVES 
6.1 Establish and support local boards and regional public involvement will provide 

direct input and recommendations into the land use s t r a w  zoning and area 
designation  and  logging  plans such as five-year plans 

process 
6.2 Ensure that various  interests are considered in the planning and  decision-making 

DEVICES 
6.1 Establish  forest  management boards or a similar forest management entity (such 

6.2 h4embers of the regional  resource board/onnmittee will be appointed by 
as a board committee) to include  a broad range of interesfs. 

stakeholder  groups  these  may be paid  positions  depending on workloads  and 
d t m e n t  

6.3 Locally  based boards d d  be based on E A  districts 
6.4 Local and  branch agenaes (such as the Forest  Service)  may supply resource and 

6.5 Public  involvement at the reg i o n a l / l o c a l  level is encouraged  in  the form of 
reference  people to the boards. 

advisory boards/committees. The process would  function as part of the o v d  
land use/centaiized planning and mordinathg agency 

not  have  decision-making  power 
6.6 Regional boards are established as "advisory"  and,  while  providing  input,  they do 

6.7 Increase input onto TSA committees 

IMPLICATIONS and COMMENTS 
how are disputes going to be handled? 
the  creation of a  new Forestry Act may aid  public  involvement  by  avoiding 
duplication  and  working in isolation. It may  encourage  a cooperation and 
therefore will attempt to reduce conflicts. 
must  determine  how  much  control can be given to public input 
public  involvement  vehicles  must be dynamic 

THEME 7 ECONOMICS 

B.C FOREST  RESOURCES COMMISSION 
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OBJECTIVES 
7.1 Undertake an inquiry  into  the  value of al l  resource uses to allow an economic straten 

7.2 Emphasize  economic returns based on after-logging  value. Maximize the  return from 
to be prepared 

the  log. 

DEVICES 
7.1 Eliminate  the MOU between USA and Canada 
7.2 Maintain current  status 
7.3 Introduce  value-added  community  tenures 
7.4 Establish user fees and reinvest  revenue  into  the  resource  base. 
75 Recycle  some  forest  revenues  directly  back to the forests. 
7.6 Public  should have involvement and input on how stumpage fees are determined 
7.7 Reviews the Small Business Enteqnise Program (especiauy the value-added  segment 

7.8 Establish a source of funds to reower the costs of damages 

IMPLICATIONS and COMMENTS 

would user fees f o r  recreation  actually cost more than it would  produce in revenue? 

is the Crown receiving  a fair return from the forest resource? Is it  possible to get  a  fair 

of the  program) and analyze the prospecs for similar projeck 

Currently 1 % of the budget is spent  on recreation. 

return  and keep companies in  business? Is the direct revenue  (stumpage)  the  only 
benefit from  forest  production? 
should  old growth timber be sold at a  premium  which reflects its scarcity? 
should  forest  management be linked to forest processors? Mills need  a security of 

stability  in  the  log  supply  would be threatened by the  lack of security due to an open 
supply.  Forest  harvesters  need  income  from  harvesting rights. 

mket 
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THEME 8. EDUCATION 

OBJECTIVES 
8.1 Provide  broad  education  and  training  at all levels. 
8.2 All education  should be balanced and unbiased, and  include  various sources of 

8.3 Education  should indude/focus on ecological principles 
8.4 Emphasize  public  education programs: 

D r n C E S  
8.1 Enhance the UBC Faculty of Forestry. 
8.2 Creation of new faculty at U.N. 
8.3 Train forest  workers basic forestry understanding. Certification, if required, could 

8.4 Develop  a coordinated resource  management curriculum with 0th- resource 

8.5 Encourage/support  research into and publishing of "new trends" information; 

8.6 Provide  funding for ENGOs to research, publish, catalogue new trends and 

8.7 Introduce a  Land  Base  Education program to all levels. . 
8.9 Develop  a coordinated resource management CuRiCula which  integrates  various 

8.10 Increase worker  awareness of safety. 
8.11 Increase the support for good technical schools 
8.12 University funding should not be based in industry so that  research/education is 

8.13 Create  demonstration projects for seamdary schools which  study such areas as 

information. 

be available through vocational schools. 

users 

prindples of h e s t  ecology and economics 

information 

resource and land use issues. 

not biased 

ecology;  basic forestry 

lMPLICAITONS and COMMENTS 
schools currently do not educate students  about  issues/information  concerning 

people  must be enmuraged/taught to think 
two forestry  programs should not be established to compete  with  each  other 
there is a  danger with broad  education that we limit  spedalization. We should 

more alternatives must be taught to foresters. Current focuses on dearcutting are 

may be negative  implications assodated with  requiring  certification of workers 
who  designs  programs and decides  upon curr icu la?  

resources  in B.C. 

continue to educate specialists 

too limiting. 
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ADVICWCOMMENTS TO THE COMMISSION 

under-representation of non-aligned  parties 
better communication to the public of the FRCs activities 
better utilization of the media; make available  material/infonnation  about  the FRC 
through  government agents and ministrig 
the use of the  term "inaeased sensitivity" in terms of timber harvesting needs 
clarification 
the  Economics  section was vague  and unclear and did not  address the issues 
adequately 
more  communication is needed between the FRC and the  "environmental  community'' 
priorities  should  include: 
- land  and water use sirategy with both central and regional input 

- research  and development 
- adequate  funding and staffing 

increase  the use of the media tu make more  information  available 
information should be made available through the FRC or government  agents 
the  "Options  Paper Summary" appeared to be biased 
comments made  in the "Options Paper Summary" which  referred to disregarding 
opinions which  rejected the basic assumptions of a co~lsumer society are highly 
controversial 
ensure  that  there is not special access by any group to the FRC 
regulations  need to apply to private lands, not  just  "managed" private lands (for 
example:  the  Scandinavian  models) 

- public  involvement 

- C O U I X I I ~ ~ Y  stability through diverse and local ==-based tenures 

The objective of all  these priorities is to  derive from o w  forests the highest 
possible, social,  ecological, and economic  values for the benefit of all British 
Columbians. 

B . C  FOREST RESOURCES COMMISSION 
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T I I 
I 

1.0 Public Response to the “Options Paper”: An Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

This  paper  has  been  prepared as a summary of the  public  responses to the “Options  Paper” 
released  by  the  Forest  Resources  Commission,  October,  1990. 

This  section  provides an overview of the Options presented to the  public in the ”Options  Paper” 
and the  public’s  response  to  these  Options. The themes  covered  by  the  “Options  Paper”  include: 

Land  Use  Strategy 
* Forest  Resource  Management 

Public  Involvement 
* Economics 
Education 

Section Two  presents an  overview of all 690 responses  received.  Not  included as separate 
submissions are the  181  form  letters  received from COOP  Federated,  which  was  treated as a  single 
submission. 

Section Three then  presents an analysis  of  the  submissions  divided into the  following  interest 
group  categories: 

Registered  Professional  Foresters  (R.P.F.) 
Forest  Industry  (large  operators) 
Forest  Industry (small operators,  i.e.  woodlot  owners) 
Environmental  Organizations - Senior  Government (provinciavfederal) 
Local  Government  (municipal) 
Other  Interest  Groups  (non-consumptive  and  consumptive  forest users, unions, etc.) 
Native  Organizations 

The main  trends associated with each group an presented in a manix, followed  by an analysis of 
the similarities and  differences between each  group. In the case of the  Environmental 
Organizations and Native  Organizations, the low number of respondents  who chose. to select 
Opt ions on one  hand,  and the low  number  of  submissions from those two groups on the other,  did 
not  warrant  the  presentation  of the infoxmation in the manix Instead,  a written s u m m a r y  identifies 
the major concerns  raised by the  group  in  question. 

1.2 Description of Options 

In this section, each  Option  identifled  in  the  “Options  Paper” is presented. This section is repeated 
on a  foldout on the last page of the document This foldout  allows  the n a d ~  to to have  the  list of 
Options  available  while  reading  the  supporting  text when  the  foldout is open. 

Land Use Strategy 

Option A Resent  status 

Option C Decentralized  planning 
Option B  Cenaalized  planning 



Forest Resource Management - 
Option A Cumnt Status 
Option B Tnc Farm Licences  expanded 
Option C Fms t  management  agnxmcnts addcd to TRS 
Option D Gradual conversion to m m  small am-based tenure  agreements with resource 

Option E Rapid conversion to more small m-based tenure agrtements 
management  agreements - 

Option A Current  Status 
Option B Development of a New  Forest  Resources Act 
Option C Oration of a forest rcsourccs ministry and indqxndent corporao'on 

optlon A Cunrnt Status 
Option B Selection  logging 
Option C Increased  sensitivity 

Option A Cumnt Status 
Option B Morc community conml 

Public  Involvement 

Option A Current  Status 

Option c  Establish rcgional forest management boards or committees 
Option B Expand  reprrsentation on TSA committees 

Economics 

Option A Current  Status 
Option B Further  development of a  competitive  log market 
Option C User f o x  
Option D Introduce  "value-added"  community tenuns 

Education 

w o n  A Current  Status 
Ootion B Enhance mscn t  faculty  at  the University of British  Columbia 
@tion C New Facdty of N a t d  Rcsmnce Manaement 

Option A Current  Status 
Option B F a s t  worker mining program 

2.0 Overview of Public Response to the "Options Paper" 

2.1 Introduction 

Each of the  nine  themes  identified in the  "Options  Paper" Summary is presented in this section 
along  with  the  public responses to  the  themes. This is  followed  by a manix which outlines  the 
results of each  theme in greater  detail.  Following  this is a  discussion of those  respondents who 

concerning  the Options presented. 
selected  multiple  Options. Finally, cOmments from respondents  illustrate the various views 

The mamx presented in Table 1 summarizes  the total responses.  Each  respondent's  submission was 
summarized and the  seiection of Options coded accordingly. The ccding was accomplished  in  two  ways: 

a specific  Option but the  comments  presented on a particular topic  were so specific that the reviewer  could 
1)  the  respondent made a specific  selection  of  the w o n  (s) he/she  favours; 2) the  respondent  did  not  pick 

select  the  appropriate  Option bawl on the arguments  presented.  Please note that in almost all cases, less 
than  one half of the  respondents  comments  were  able to be categorized into the  nine  themes. 

2.2 Overview of Responses 

Land Use Strategy 

Almost two-thirds (61 %) of the  respondents  agrted  that dcanualization, as a  land use saategy. 
was  preferable to  cenualization, as communities are more sensitive to local  conditions. It was also 
recognized  that m e  cenualized (provincial) body  should  develop  overall  objectives  and  planning 
priorities  (top  down-bottom up). 

Forest  Resource Management 

EwlE 
Over fifty percent of the  respondents (33% - Option D, gradual  conversion to small  area-based 

m-bastd tenures was  the most preferable Option. There was disagmmnt on the method to 
tenure  agrcements and 20% - Option E, rapid  conversion to small area-bascd  tenure)  felt that small, 

achieve this goal,  the speed of achieving  it, and the actual characteristics  of this tenm. 

Nearly one-half  of  the  respondents (47%) favolned  Option C but  Option B also received  support 
(33%). 

3im-u 
R e m n g  timber  harvesting, 77.5 percent of respondents  agreed with Option C -inaeased 

sensitivity. 

w u n i t v  Stability 

Eighty two percent of the  respondents supported the  "decentralization model", mentioned in  the 
Land Use Strategy,  by  selecting  Option B - mure community conml. However, a large  number of 
submissions  favouring Option B did not agree  with  restricting  the flow of wood between districts. 
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Public  Involvement 

Public  Involvement  generated  extensive  discussion.  Most agreed involvement  should be 
expanded but there was no agrezment as to how involvement  should be facilitated.  There was a 

affected  (small KC rural) rather than from outside  the  region  (large & ban). Over tw~+thltds 
smng feeling  that  involvement  must be heavily weighted toward the  views of the  community 

(69.5%) of respondents  supported  this  view. 

Economics 

respondents recognized Options in this theme were not  mutually  exclusive. Reference included 
The  economics  theme was usually conceptualized as a combinadon of "Options".  Most 

user fees, further development of a competitive log market  and "value-added" mnrmunity  tenures. 

Education 

Nearly twc41irds (64%) of the  respondents suppontd the  establishment of the  University of the 
North. There was very  strong  support (92.5%) for the  Option  that forest workers  should  receive 
more.  training.  Most  respondents felt that education should be M e n d  to involve  public school 
curriculum and programs for the general  public. 

Table I: Summary of Public Responses 

management 
Timber 

- 82.5%  13.5% Community 
harvesting 

327 - 77.5% 11.0% 05.5% 

- - 294 
stability I I I 
Public 3.5% I 02.0% I 69.5% I - 274 
Involvement 

18.59b - " 
249 - 64.0% Post- 05.0% 19.0% 
224 - 

I secondary I I I I I I I 
education I I I I I I 
Education of I 07.0% I 92.5% I 304 I forest  workers I I I I I I I 
Note: Percentages do not add up to 100% due to the rounding of !i- 
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2.2 Combination of Options 

Many respondents  chose  combinations of Options.  These are presented in descendmg Order as 
follows: 

e- Option  B/C = 8.0% 
option AK: = 4.5% 
Option A B  = 2.0% 

*&lILuc Option C/D = 8.0% 
Option B/C = 7.0% 
Option DE = 4.5% 
Option B/C/D = 2.0% 
Ootion B D  = 1.5% 
&tion CJE = 
Option W E  = 1.0% 
Option AK: = 0.5% 

1.0% 

OptionBK:= 5.5% 
oDtionAB= 1.0% 
Gtion A/C = 1 .O% 

. w o n  BK: = 
opnon A/C = 
opaonAB= 0.5% 

4.5% 
2.0% 

. option AB = 4.0% 

. Option BK: = 4.0% 
OpnonA/B= 1 .O% 
Option AK: = 1 .O% 

Option BD = 16.0% 
oDtion B E  = 12.0% 

Option B/C/D = 5.5% 

opOonAB= 3.5% 
optionAB/C= 2.5% 

~t ionC/D= 11.0% 

option A/c = 5.0% 

Option A/D = 2.0% 
optionA/c/D= 1.0% 
Option A B / C / D  = 0.5% 

Option B/C = 10.0% 
Option  A/C = 2.0% 
Option AB = 0.5% 

. 

. 
workers Option AB = 0.5% 

As can be seen, the "Emnomics"  theme  had  by far the  largest number of respondents  selecting 
combinations  of Opt ions with the  combination of m o n s   B D  as the most  common, followed by 
Options B/C and 0. 
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2.4 Quotable  Quotes 

This section  presents representative quotes  from the public  responses. 

Land Use  Strategy 

"Only  locai p p l e  have the resource knowledge  and ~JIC "feeiing" for local  circumstances that can 
lead  to r d y  effective planning. The pmvina is too brge and divase to have  any  kind of 
planning  suitable to local  conditions. There should be a provincial land use strategy - 
philosophically guided by gavcmmcn~ but dcvtlopcd fnm~ the local  level up through  regions to 
the provincial level ..." 
"Resent status is unsatisfactory, no coonhan ' 'on, madcquatc considemion of non-timber  values. 
cennalizcd planning to provide a  provincial perspective and decenttalized  planning for 
communities to have  a  say." 

"In tums of  planning, some basic, cmwlizcd planning bascd on a  systematic and reasonably 
unifm resoume description and initial  interpretations  would provide a common ground to 
inifjaw mort l d  planning." 

"Decenaalised  planning, that can bc taild to suit local conditions. The Crown would still have 
to be the final arbiter  under  this scenario." 

- " I n v c n t o r i e s / c ~ t i o n  must be coordinafed or standerdized benveen various Ministries, 
agencies and companies to ens- a  data-pool of compatible  information." 

Tenure 

" It is essential that wc move  towards smalln scaled-an-based tenures which will complnncnt 
dcccnnalized  planning." 

I believe the tenure system should emphasize grcam pqnietorshp on the pan of licensees and  a 

licences (majur) should be rolled over into Tn. S W  ~n based t m m s  should be cnatd and 
awarded to a more diverse group  of  licensees, ..." 
broad= base for that proprictorship.q~W-uota-based t~~l l~cs m h  forest ~~CUICCS and timba sale 

"I klieve TFLs have been successful and should be expanded with inmsive foresay 
responsibilities for large tenure holdcrs. Howevcr, smal l  ma based tenures should be an option 
to some of the Small Business program now  in  place.  Option D would be an interesting idea.." 

Forest  Management 

'Establish adequate inventories.  Manage  forest for the full range of values. Separate tenure from 
ownership of processing facilities Look at creating more small area-bascd community sensitive 
tenures ..." 
"..Increase d i g  for the forest Service. Legislation needs to be toughened for infractions 
possibly with large fmes." 

"Annual audits art nccessaxy  and  removal of licence in case of poor logging  and  wastage." 

"Ihm is no realistic way a  'neunal minisay' could  survive and remain neuual !" 

Timber  Harvesting 

"Many clearcuts are overly  large  and  should be reduced in the future.  Logging of lodgepole  pine 
is not possible on selective basis, 70% of stand  would  have to be left or would  blowdown." 

- '' clearcutting is the  best  silvicultural  method of harvesting  eithcr  old growth timber,  or  second 

- "Completely  eliminating  clearcutting  would be a  mistake,  however  increasing sensitiviy would 

growth  stand." 

be great." 

"Clearcutting,  slash  burning,  and road building  should be severely  reduced in favour of SdCtive 
cutting." 

Community  Stability 

"Long term tenure  provides  stability." 

- "Community  Stability:  current  status  not  acceptable,  but  not sure if mort community wnml 
creates stability." 

* "Dccenualizod  planning rakes advantage  of local knowldge and  may tend to get a community 
more involved.  Land use swtegies would be community specific, aiding  that wmmunity's 
stability." 

* " Community  stability is important  but  cannot be achieved  by  undo intcrfmnces in the free 
market. Its fim to encourage  value addcd and there is m u i t  in  having  a h e  log tnarke~ but I 

impmve stability." 
think it is naive to assume that conmlling the rcsourccs in a community will automarically 

Public  Involvement 

- "Current  status is c x m e l y  unsatisfactory. TSA comminecs do nothing  about TFLs or non-TSA 
lands.  Regional boards arc most  desirable." 

" This must be carried out in all stages  of ~nn;ll resource  planning  and  management. 
Community  approved,  long tcrm management  plans  should be in  place  for  all  management 
units." 

Residents  living within a watershed area should  have the final say as to what will be done to the 
forest  in their area." 

Economics 

"I feel  that the present AAC is too high  and  that  stumpage is too low  which all  encourages mass- 
produced mediocre quality wood products and  so-called  spaghetti mills." 

"User fees arc reasonable.  Perhaps  they  should  cover  costs of management  and lost opportunity, 
ie, wilderness." 

'The section on economics is biased  towards  the forest industry. The whole  section  should be re- 
written by resource and  environment  economists  not  by a forest  economist" 
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"Stumpage  fees imposed on existing  large tenures should reflect stumpage  payments on small 
business sales." 

"Fibre  exports  should be nsmctcd and existing  harvest  rights  would be examined  and xgulatd 
heavily." 

"We  have to maintain the  current large, primary breakdown facilities  and provide stability 
through an area-based tenure system" 

Post Secondary Education 

"University  of  the Nonh would be best location for a new program with changed concepts over 
older  curricula ..." 
"Must be  morc than  one  university  granting degnes. This will greatly rcduct the b e s a n g  
bias UBC produces." 

* "We can't afford more than one  excellent  university  education program." 

Education of Forest  Workers 

"In Finland and Sweden,  wherc  forest  workers arc certified, numerous small towns have 
accessible  vocational  schools for this purpose [training of forest  workers].  We must begin to 
seriously  consider and develop programs for the culification of forst  workas." 
"We  really feel  strongly that a program of wining and artifcation in basic farcst ecology and in 
forcst  management practices should be introduced for all who work in the woods." 

"Public education system should provide a balanced, non-aligned  forest rcsome education, 
including  hands-on  field expaiences." 

I 

i 

3.0 Interest Group Analysis 

This section presents the views of the  eight  major  interest p u p s  as  follows: 

For each intmst group discussion, an overview,  followed by a summary and maaix is presented. 
This is followed  by the combination of Options s c l c c t c d  by  that  interest p u p .  

3.1 Registered Professional Foresters (R.P.F.) 

3.1.1 Overview 

- Forty individual submissions wen received from non-affiliated  RP.Fs. 
Twentycight respondents selectcd Options presented in  the ''Opt~om Paper"; others madc  general 

related to the  forcsts in B.C. 
cormnents on the pap without choosing  a particular Option and/or discussing  other maam 

3.13 Matrix  Summary 

- Decmtralizcd planning (61%) was the p r e f d  Option for land use sUatCgy. 
Expansion  of TFLs and forest  management  agrcrments added to TFLs were both 

Establishment  of ngional forest  management boards or c4nnrnicttcs (79%) was clearly  favoured 
favoured by R.P.Fs. j 

i 
I 

I 
! 

I 

" .  
Options with 265 pment rrspccrively. 

I For Post-secondary Education, Options B and C both reccivcd s u p p a  

- 
by this group. 

0 EcoWmics showed little consensus in this group; Options B and D were  most  frequently  selected 
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Table 3.1 
. 

Option 

# 
Total Options E D C B A 
N - Combined Option Option Option Option 

t a n d  use 08.5% 17.0% 61.0% 23 13.5% 

- 

education 
Education of I - 0% I - - - .  7 

I I I I I I 
[forest workers I I I I I I I I 

3.1.3 Combination of Options 

Many respondents chose  combinations of Opaons. These ~ T C  presented in descending order as follows: 

Land Use Strategy Economics 

Option BK: 4.5% 

OptiOnAIB 
Option A/C 

4.5% 
4.5% 

Tenure 

Option UD 16.5% 
Opaon Blcn, 
Option B/C 

4.5% 
4.5% 

Community Stability 

Option A/B 13% 

Post Secondary  Education 

Option B E  25% 
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3.2  Forest  Industry (large  operators) 

3.2.1 Overview 

Twenty large  companies  sent  a  submission  responding to the "Options Paper".  Fifteen  different 
respondents  selected  Options. 

3.2.2  Matrix  Summary 

Land Use Strategy's  Option C and  a  combination of Option B/C were  supported by most  large 

* No one  Option  under Tenure was clearly  favoured by this p u p .  
operators. 

Option B under  Forest  Management  received  the most suppat. 

In terms of Economics, the  Current  Status and the  introduction  of user fees  received  the  most 
With  regard  to  regard to Community  Stability, the &rent Status (75%) was  clearly  favoured. 

suppa; 33 percent  respectively. 
* The  addition  of  a new Faculty of  Natural  Resources was well  received (63%). 
* The  major  issues of concern  for  large forest companies  were : 

possible  loss of  tenure 
need  for  security  of  tenurc 
tenure  tied to processing  facilities to ensure invesmnt in industry 

Table 3.2 

3.2.2  Combination of Options 

Many rrspondents  chose  combinations of Options. These are presented in descending der as follows: 

Land Use Strategy  Public  Involvement  Community  Stability 

Option BIC 36% Option WC 10% Option A/B 25% 
OptionA/BfC . 10% 
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Tenure Economics 

Option  B/C/D 22% Option AIS 11% 
Option N C  11% Option  AISIC 10% 

Forest  Management 

Option N C  12.5% 
Post Secondary  Education 

Option A/B 9.5% 

3.3 Forest  Industry (small operators) 

3.3.1 Overview 

Eleven  respondents wen identified as small operators. Six selected Options w e n  prsented in 
the "Options  Paper". 

3.3.2 Matrix  Summary 

- Conversion to smaller area-basad tenure noeived smmg suppers 60 percent for Option D and 40 

In terms of Economics,  value added community tenures received the suongcst support (60%). 

Decennalized  planning (50.5%) was favoured  by this group. 

percent  for  Option E. 

Major  issues  of concern for small operators : 
wants to see more divcrsif~ed forms  of tenure 

too  much conaol of the ~ u c t i v e  forest by large companies 
large operators control too much  of the productive f a s t  

Table 3.3 

I I Option I Option I Option I Option I Option I Combined I N = 1 
I -  A I  B I  C I  D l  E I Options I Total # 

Land use I 16.5% I - 50.5% I - - 33.0% I 6 
StrateEy 
Tenure 

4 25.0% 50.0% - 25.0% Forest 
5 - 40.0% 60.0% - - - 

management I I 
Timber I - I 25.0% I 75.0% I - - - 4 

I I 1 I 

secondary 
education 
Education of 
forest  workers 

4 - - - 100.0% - 
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! 3.3.3 Combination of Options 
1 
I 

hlany respondents  chose  combinations of Options. These are presented in descending  order  as follows: 

Land Use Strategy  Public  Involvement i 

i Option  BIC 
Option  AIC . 16.5% 

16.5% 

I 
Forest  Management 

Option  B/C 25% 
1 

i 

t 
! 

Option BIC 17.5% 

Economics 

Option B/D 20% 
Option  B/C 20% 

! 

3.4 Environmental  Organizations 

The majority of submissions from "Environmental Organizations" did not  specifically address the 

forest indusay. Many  submissions  felt  dismissal  of  the 'preservationist view' by the Commission 
was an error and that it was  time to question  some of the  basic assumptions of our consumer 
society. 

In g e d ,  the need for a major overhaul  of the management of our forests, as well as a  clearly- 
defined l a n d  use  strategy, was expressed. A  move toward smaller  area-based  tenure  and an 
increase in the use of selective  logging instead of clearcutting was also mentioned. It was alsQ 
made clear t h m c  con- conccms.  and  that m u  
more should & done  to mcrease and w e  mvlmmental at all l e v e u  

! 

! Options  presented  in  the  Paper, as they  perceived  the  information  given to be biased toward the 

3.5 Senior  Government (provinciallfederal) 

3.5.1 Overview 

- Twelve  submissions wcre l u r ived  from government  agencies.  Ten selected Options from the 
Paper. 

3.53 Matrix  Summary 

Dccenualized planning for the  Land Use Strategy was clearly  favoured (70%). 

Under  forest  management, Option B and C  received  important support 
Under Public  Involvement,  Option  B  and  C  wcre both scen as viable Options. - Further  development of a  competitive  log  market (Option B) was seen as viable Option by 50 

in tcrms of Post-secondary  Education,  Option B was the most favoured (67%). 

Conversion  to smaller area-based  tenure was clearly  favoured by this group. (62.5%). 

percent  of the  respondents in this group. 
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Table 3.5 

Option 

I 20.0% I 10.0% I 70.0% 1 - - - 10 Land use 

N = Combined Option  Option Option  Option 
A Total # Options E D C B 

Strategy 
Tenure 

9 '  22.0% 33.0%  45.0% Forest 
8 37.5% m5T 37.5% - - - 

management I I I I I I I 
Timber I 12.5% I 5% I - - - 8 
harvestinE 
Community 

8 12.5% - 50.0% 37.5% - Public 

86.0%  14.0% 
stability 

7 - - - 

Involvement 
Economics 

secondary 
6 - - - 33.0% 67.0% - Post- 
6 33.0% 16.5% - 50.0% - 

education I I I I I I 
Education of I 12.5% I 87.5% I - - - 8 

I forest  workers I I I I I I I I 
3.5.3 Combination of Options 

Many  respondents  chose  combinations  of  Options. These are presented in descending order as follows: 

Tenure  Public  Involvement 

Option CiD 
Option B/D 12.5% 

12.5% 
w o n  B I O  12.5% 

Opaon BiC 12.5% 

Forest  Management  Economics 

Option BIC 11.0% 
Option AIB 11.0% 

Option  BiC 16.5% 
Option B / W  16.5% 

3.6 Local Government (municipal) 

3.6.1 Overview 

Eight  submissions  were meived from Local  Government  and six s e l e c t e d  Options. 

3.6.2 Matrix  Summary 

Conversion to smaller arca-based  tenure was favoured by this group (60%). 
Under Forest Management,  the  Current Status as well as Option B/C was supponed by this 

Option D in Economics  was p r e f d  (50%). 
group (40% respectively). 
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Table 3.6 

I I I I I I I 
I 17.0% I 66.0% I - - I 17.0% I 6 

stability I I I I I I I 
Public - I 17.0% I 83.0% I - - 6 
Involvement 
Economm 

secondarv 

4 25.0% - 50.0% - 25.0% - 
~ ~~~ ~ 

- - Post- 2 - 100.0% - - 
education 

forest  workers 
4 - - 7~5.0% 25.0% -Education of 

I I I 

3.6.3 Combination of Options 

Many  respondents  chosk.  combinations  of  Options. These BTC presented in descending order as  follows: 

Forest  Management  Economics 

Option B E  40% Option N C  25% 

Community  Stability 

Option AB 17% 

3.7 Interest Groups (non-consumptive and consumptive forest users & others) 

3.7.1 Overview 

Seventeen  submissions  were gathmd from various  interest  groups.  The range of submissions 
included outdoor organizations,  unions, Chambers of Commerce, and Citizens'  associations. 
Eleven separate respondents  selected  Options  presented in the  Paper. 

A large majority of the  respondents remarked on the  lack of a clear vision for the  Province 
regarding its forest resources. The need for  a  clearly-defined  land use strategy  and  inventory  was 

dmppomted with the "Options Paper" which  they  felt  was  biased  towards  the  forest indusq and 
expressed time and  time  again.  Non-consumptive user groups (outdoor clubs,  naturalists)  were 

did  not  present a real alternative to the  present  systcm. 

As the  Table 3.7 indicates,  there arc a  number of O p n o n s  which s e e m s  to be favoured  by this 
p u p  regardless of differences in affiliation. 
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3.7.2 Matrix  Summary 

In the ana of Tenure, convmion to smaller area-bascd tenurcs  was clearly fWOUred. 62.5 

Option B and D under Forest Managemart  both  received SuppOn. 
percent for Option D and 25 % for Option E. 

* In economics,  Option D was pfd. 

Table 3.7 

Option  Option  Option  Option  Option  Combined N = 
A B C D E Options Total # 

and use I 9.0% I 9.0% I 36.0% I - I 45.0% I 11 
Strategy 

Tenure  - - - 62.5% 25.0% 12.5% 8 '  
Forest 33.0% 50.0% - 17.0% 6 
management I I I I I I I 
Timber I - 0% I 80.0% 1 I - 5 

j forest  workers I I I I I I I I 
3.7.3 Combination of Options 

 any E m d e n t s  chose  combinations of Options. 'Ihcse are  presented in descending d m  as follows: 

Land Use Strategy  Forest  Management Post Secondary  Education 

Option BK 36% 
OptionA/B/C 9% 

Option BK 17% Option B/C 50% 

Tenure  Economics 

Option UD 12.5% Option BK 25% 
Option B/D 12.5% 

3.8 Native Organizations 

3.8.1 Overview 

I Comments from Native  Organizations  echoed  many  of  the concerns raised by Environmental 
Organizations. Both  interest groups indicated  a  strong desk to have local  control over rc~~urces 
to ensm community stability, and supported  the mcept  that amagcment of f a t  ESOUICCS be 
sensitive  to  all  forest  values, and consequently,  government  should cnum'age rue intern& 
resource management. 
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4.0 Comparison of Selected  Options 

4.1 Introduction 

The following  section  compares the Options selected  under each theme by each p u p .  The 
percentages  indicate the d e w  of suppon each Option received from $e pup in  question. FM 
reasons previously mentioned, mnds asscciaud with environmental and native p u p s  are not 
included. . .  the  interest- verv small. so 
p anv of the r w h  

4.2 Land Use Strategy 

Option C (decenaalizcd  planning w o n )  was the m s t  favoured  Option  by all p u p s .  
Cumnt Status Option  (Option  A) was most favoured  by  Senior  Government. 

* The combination of cenwlizcd and decentralized planning (Option B/C) was mentioned 
numerous  times. 

Table 4.1 
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4.5 Timber  Harvesting 

Option C (increased  sensitivity)  received  overwhelming support. However. many submissions 
expressed  concern  about  the  vagueness of the  Option. 

Table 4.4 

4.3 Tenure 

- The most  imponant and is the desire on the part of most groups to move toward s m a l l e r ,  area- 
based tenure. The only notable exception to this uend BTC the large opaators who scan divided 
regarding  which form of tenure is best. Although not identified in the table,  environmental and 
native g ~ ~ u p s  also favour  a  move towards der, arta-bescd tenlm. 

I 
i 

Table 4.2. I 
opaon ! 

I A  l e  I C  D E A/C BID I B/C CID BlClDJN (#)-  1 
R.P.F. I 4.5% I 4.961 4.5% 61.0% ' - I 4.5 16.5% 4.5% I 23 
Forest Industry1 11.0% I 2 Z . o W l  11.0% 220% - 11.08 - I -  - 22.0% ¶ 1 
(lame) 

(small) 
! 

Environmental - ~ 

Forest Industry - - 60.0% 40.0% - 5 
i 

I 

Organizations I I I I I I I I I I n 
Senior I -  I - I 37581 25.0%l - I 125% ] - I 12.5%1 12.5% 1 8 

i 

Government I I I I I 1 I I I I R 
Local I zo .0%l  zo.O%l K I . 0 8 l  - I - I - y 5  
Government I I I I I I I I I I n 
Other Interest I - I - I 62.581 25.04bl - I - I lzSSl. - I - u s  
Groom I I I I I I I I I I 
Native - - 
Organizations 
For IC.~ON pviously mcntiomd, umcb .uosi.rcd with u c h  opioo ICW by Envimmncnul md Nalivc 0rgui-s u e  not 

inclvded 

4.4 Forest  Management 

In t cnns  of forest management,  Option B (new Forcst Act) and Option C (new ministry or 
'crown' corporarion) were favoured by  most groups. Local Govcmmcnt. leaned toward the 
C m n t  Stams Option  and a combination of Options A and B. Large opaators favoured  Option  B 
(50%). while small operators  did  not (0%). 

Table 4.3 

I I I I I I I 
Forcst  Industrv 1 z.o% I - 
(Iarle) 

O % I  - O % l  - 

Organizations I I I I I I I 
Senior - 0% I 33.0% I - I 11.0% I 11.0% I 9 
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Groups 
Native 
Organizations 
F M  previously mauid. mndr .uosiucd with each option 

sekctcd by Envimmncnul md Naive 0rg-om m not inchdcd. 

4.6 Community  Stability 

Option B (mon comaunity conml) d v e d  support from most groups (from 66% to 100% 
support) than any other Option.  Notable  exception to this mnd was  the large operators who 
favoured  the  Current Suuus (75%). 

Table 4.5 

(large) I I I I 
Forest  Industry - I 100.0% I - 1 4  
(small) I I I 
Environmental I -  - - - 

Groups I I I I 
Native - - - I 
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4.7 Public  Involvement 

Option C was  favoured  by a  majority  of  the groups. Option B received the most support from 
Senior  Government and the large operator. 

Table 4.6 

(large) 
Forest  Industry - 17.5% 65.0% 6 
(small) 

17.5% 

Environmental - - - - - 

4.8 Economics 

The  variety of responses found in the submissions illusnate the difficulty in identifying any clear 
mnds. Option D (mom value-added community tenures) was seen as a viable option by small 

of Options,  in particular Option B (canpaitive log mmket) with Opaan C (user fees) or Option D 
opentors, Local Govemmcnt,  and Other Intexcst Groups. Many groups favoured a combination 

inuoduction of a user fee  system (Option c). 
(Value-added  Community Tcnmes). The large cpuatm favoured the Current Status and the 

Table 4.1 
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4.9 Post Secondary  Education 

* Option C was endorsed by most groups or a combination of Option C and B. Senior 
Government was the only group which  favoured  Option B over Option c .  

i Table 4.8 

(large) 
Torest Industry - 25.0% 75.0% - 4 
(small) ~ 

Environmental - - - - 
I I I 

1 -  167.0% I 33.0% I - I -  1 6  

Government I I 1 %  I I I 
Other Interest I 17.0% 133.0% I - 150.0% U 6 

LOrganizations I I I I I I 
Fa IUSOIIS prrviously men- mndr usociucd with each &rm lelected by Envnvimnmenul md 

Nauve Orgmimtim m MI includcd 

4.10 Education of Forest  Workers 

certification of forest workers was more difficult to assess as many respondents favoured better 
and more  training for workers but not  necessarily under a certification program. 

Improving  the  training  of  forest workers (Option B) was  overwhelmingly accepted The need  for 
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